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Abstract
Naïve Bayes classifiers which are widely used for text classification in machine learning are based on the conditional
probability of features belonging to a class, which the features are selected by feature selection methods. In this
paper, an auxiliary feature method is proposed. It determines features by an existing feature selection method, and
selects an auxiliary feature which can reclassify the text space aimed at the chosen features. Then the corresponding
conditional probability is adjusted in order to improve classification accuracy. Illustrative examples show that the
proposed meth-od indeed improves the performance of naïve Bayes classifier.
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1. Introduction
Naive Bayes is based on Bayes' theorem and an attribute independence assumption [1],[2]. Its
competitive performance in classification is surprising, because the conditional independence assumption
on which it is based, is rarely true in real world applications. Naïve Bayes have been studied extensively
by some researchers in text classification task [3],[4].
The existing literatures about text classification with naïve Bayes have focused on three aspects. One is
to construct and improve naïve Bayes model[5],[6],[7], another is to discuss the “naïve hypothesis” enable
or not, and analyze the effect on classify performance, then present the corresponding improvement[8].
The other is to improve feature selection because naïve Bayes is highly sensitive to feature selection
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[9],[10],[11],[12]. In theses literatures, the naïve Bayes classifiers are based on the conditional probability of the

features belonging to one class after features selection using the existing methods. An auxiliary feature method is
proposed in this paper. It determines features by an existing feature selection method, and selects an auxiliary feature
which can reclassify the class space aimed at the chosen features. Then the corresponding conditional probability is
adjusted in order to improve classification accuracy. The experiments with data sets obtained from CCERT shows
that the auxiliary feature method improves the classification accuracy of naïve Bayes because of reclassification of the
class space. In this paper, we propose the auxiliary feature method. The feature with auxiliary feature was

found and the probability of the feature with auxiliary feature was adjusted after feature selection.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces Naïve Bayes model. In Section 3 we present
our approach for enhancing naive Bayes by using auxiliary feature adjust probability. Section 4 contains
experimental results demonstrating that the predictive accuracy of naive Bayes can be improved by
auxiliary feature method. Section 5 discusses related work and future work.
2. Naïve Bayes Model in Text Classification
Denote a vector of variables D = di , i = 1, 2,..., n , represent document, where di is corresponding to

a letter, a word, or other attributes about some text in reality, and a set of C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck } is predefined
classes. Text classification is to assign a class label c j ， j = 1, 2,..., k from C to a document.
Bayes classifier is a hybrid parameter probability model in essence:

P (c j ) P ( D | c j )

P (c j | D ) =

P (D)

（1）

Where P ( c j ) is prior information of the appearing probability of class c j , P ( D ) is the information
from observations, which is the knowledge from the text itself to be classified, and P ( D | c j ) is the
distribution probability of document D in classes space. Bayes classifier is to integrate these information
and compute separately the posteriori of document D falling into each class c j , and assign the document
to the class with the highest probability, that is

c* ( D ) = arg max P ( c j | D )

（2）

j

Assume the components di of D are independent with each other since conditional probability

P ( D | c j ) cannot be computed directly in practice. Thus

P ( D | c j ) = ∏ P ( di | c j )

（3）

i

The model with the above assumption is called native Bayes model, and equation (1) becomes
P ( c j ) ∏ P ( di | c j )
i
P (c j | D ) =
P ( D)

（4）

Because the sample information P ( D ) is identical to each class c j ， j = 1, 2,..., k , equation (2)
becomes

c* ( D ) = arg max P ( c j ) ∏ P ( d i | c j )
j

i

（5）
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This paper will deal with two kinds of classification problems for simplicity, and denote class

set C = {+, −} . We choose multi-variable Bernoulli model as our Bayes model[13], that is, if di
corresponding to feature presence in the document, assign its value 1, otherwise, assign the value 0.
3. Auxiliary Feature Method

There are lots of feature selection methods in text classification, such as DF (Document Frequency)、
IG (Information Gain)、MI (Mutual Information)、OR(Odds Ratio)、 χ 2 (CHI Squared Statistic)、ECE
(Expected Cross Entropy)、WET (the Weight of Evidence for Text)[14],[15],[16],[17], and plentiful
works have been researched on these methods. This paper won’t evaluate the pros and cons of them here,
and we just adjust the probability of feature with the auxiliary property to improve the performance of
original naïve Bayes classifier, after feature selection using existing algorithm.
Denote the feature corresponding to the component di as wi , and denote p ( wi | + ) and p ( wi | − ) as

pi + and pi − separately for simplicity. For every independent feature, if pi + > pi − , Bayes classifier will
assign the document to class +. The idea here is to find a auxiliary feature for feature wi ，which satisfies

pi' − − pi' + > pi + − pi− ， and pi' + and pi' − is the probability of document belonging to class + and respectively when feature wi and auxiliary feature wi' presence simultaneously in the document. The
geometric illustration for the method is as follows:

Fig.1. The geometric illustration of auxiliary feature method. (a) The text space division by the feature wi . (b) The text space
'
division by the feature wi and the auxiliary feature wi . (c) The misclassification induced by the feature wi . (d) The misclassi'
fication induced by the feature wi and the auxiliary feature wi .

In figure 1, (a) denotes all the document including the features wi and is a subspace of the whole text
space, and the diagonal separate different classes; The shadow part of (b) denotes the text subspace
simultaneously including auxiliary feature wi' ; The shadow part of (c) denotes the classification fault of
original naïve Bayes method. The shadow part of (d) denotes classification fault of auxiliary feature
method. The constraint condition pi' − − pi' + > pi + − pi − when finding auxiliary feature is to guarantee the
top part of the shadow is smaller than the blank portion below in (d).
Algorithm of auxiliary feature:
Step1：make feature selection to determine with text vector of the dimension n.
Step2：find the set Θ composed of all document in which di presence.
Step3：find the auxiliary feature for di in Θ .
Step4：repeat step2 and step3 for i = 1, 2,..., n .
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To classify a new document with a feature vector d1 , d 2 ,..., d n , hypothesis the auxiliary feature of the
feature corresponding to the component di exist. While the auxiliary feature and original feature all
presence in the document make pi + = pi' + , pi − = pi−' , otherwise same with naïve Bayes. Note that not all of
the features have corresponding auxiliary one. If one feature exist more than a auxiliary feature, we choice
auxiliary feature which is subject to max(( pi' − − pi' + ) − ( pi + − pi − )) .
4. Experiments
The data sets we used here is two mail sets with 45396 junk mails and 18314 normal mails from
CCERT[18]. We choose 30000 junk mails and 10000 normal mails as the data sets for our experiment.
There are three cases here: (a) choose 1000 features to represent the document, and it turns out that 96
features have auxiliary feature; (b) choose 1500 features to represent the document, and it turns out that
152 features have auxiliary feature; (c) choose 2000 features to represent the document, and it turns out
that 217 features have auxiliary feature.
We conduct 5 times 10-fold cross validation using naïve Bayes method and the proposed method
respectively for the three cases. The average results are as follows.
Table1.The classification precise of auxiliary feature method vs. naive Bayes.
Naïve Bayes

Auxiliary Feature Method

1000 features

0.856

0.871

1500 features

0.859

0.879

2000 features

0.861

0.885

5. Conclusion
After feature selection in text classification, naive Bayes classifier partition the text subspace
composed of all document in which di present based on each di . Because naïve Bayes classifier assigns
the document to the class with the highest probability, naïve Bayes classifier is the optimal in probability
sense. The auxiliary feature method proposed here partition the text subspace again, so it outperforms the
traditional way, and illustrative examples show that the proposed method indeed improves the
performance of naive Bayes classifier.
Since the auxiliary feature method need choose features twice, how to give the auxiliary directly is
meaningful and can reduce the computation complexity. Meanwhile, the relationship between existing
choosing features methods and our method is promising. In addition，due to the sparsity problem in text
classification, whether to take the feature total of document into account when adjusting the probability is
worth to work other than substitution in this paper.
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